12:42:53 From Derek Moore to Everyone: Questions and/or comments here?

12:43:40 From Christopher Kirbabas to Everyone: Yes please ask any questions and offer comments in the Chat Room.

12:45:42 From Gary Sampson to Everyone: For Nan, can you say more about “self-adjusting feedback mechanisms”—give us an example? Thanks

12:53:13 From Luc Verpoest to Everyone: To Nan Ellin: What is the role of teaching (analytical) and critical reading urban design histories (operational i.e.) as T.A. was presenting in his introduction in the the UCD curriculum?

13:04:18 From Luc Verpoest to Everyone: Also almost 65 years ago is Jane Jacobs, The Death and Life ... 1961 !


13:23:21 From Matthew Heins to Everyone: I have a question, but it would be easier if I try to articulate it verbally instead of typing it into the Chat.

13:33:27 From Matthew Heins to Everyone: Perhaps the work of Eran Ben-Joseph about the impact of codes and standards on urbanism might be useful.

13:33:49 From Anne Marshall to Everyone: Janina and Tom, Thank you for organizing this session. I especially appreciated your introduction and willingness to be self critical. I look forward to reading your book. Thanks, also to Nan, Nadi, Antenah, and participants for your presentation, questions, and comments.

13:34:20 From Luc Verpoest to Everyone: As to the "prosperity" discussion: how is the U.D. profession dealing with the growing pressure and effective influence of the real estate business (investment, speculation), a rather recent threat in Europe (would be good subject for historical research: the history (social, economic, political) of real estate business and its impact on urban development...

13:34:34 From Rania Kaadan to Everyone: Thank you all for the great discussion. I'd love to hear your thoughts on how do we account for tacit knowledge in urban design teaching and learning, especially if we focus on the connecting and transmitting part of the learning process.

13:34:47 From Janina Gosseye to Everyone: Very good point, Luc!

13:35:00 From Darko Kahle to Everyone: Thanks to everyone for their inspiring insights.

13:35:21 From David Shane to Everyone: hi Margaret!

13:35:45 From Luc Verpoest to Everyone: Thank you very much. All the best!